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Snapchat Helps Brands Leverage 
Logos in Fun New Ways

Vistaprint debuted a branded YouTube campaign 

featuring an influencer as she designs her holiday card on 
their site. Beneath the video appears a scrolling 

Shopping Shelf for viewers to directly purchase items. A 
coupon code and link to a landing page also directs 

people from viewing the video to browsing products. 
This connects brand awareness and consideration efforts 

to sales, helping to determine attribution and drive 
campaign ROI. Source: MarketingDive

Percent of 13-to-34-year-
olds use Snapchat. (90% 
for 13-to-24-year-olds.)

You Ask, We Answer

Pinterest launches “Pinterest Trends” Beta 
which will provide insight into the most 
popular search terms on the platform over the 
preceding 12 months as well as the timing of 
the searches.

Read more: http://bit.ly/Dec19PinTrends

Instagram began rolling out a Group 
Stories option which enables users and 
their friends to collaborate on a private 
Story, providing another way to engage 
and interact with group members.

Read more: http://bit.ly/Dec19IGGroup

Channel Updates

Facebook expands Brand Collabs Manager 
to include Instagram Creators to help brands 
easily find relevant, on-platform influencers 
to connect with for campaigns and 
partnerships.

Read more: http://bit.ly/Dec19IGBrandColl

Facebook rolls out ad reporting updates 
for cross-account to help advertisers better 
measure ad performance across accounts, 
channels, and devices, gaining deeper insights.

Read more: http://bit.ly/Dec19FBReport

70 Percent of Snapchat’s
users play with its AR 
features every day.
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Twitter tries to expand their user base by 
adding new Preview Cards when sharing 
Twitter list URLs that will add an image and 
title link card.

Read more: http://bit.ly/Dec19TWCards

Instagram looks to put several third-party 
apps out of business by officially launching 
new Layout mode for Stories which allows 
users to post up to six photos on one screen.

Read more: http://bit.ly/Dec19IGLayout

What to know

Do you have a burning social media question for your brand? Let us help! 

Email social@mindstreaminteractive.com and our Social Media expert will get you answers.

Snapchat Scan, an image-recognition feature that lets users of the messaging app 
scan logos to unlock augmented reality (AR) lenses and content, is available to any 
brand that creates a Marker Lens in Lens Studio and submits the Lens to the 
Snapchat community. McDonald’s and Coca-Cola are the first brands to use the new 
feature. Users can unlock three Coca-Cola lenses when they point their smartphone 
cameras at the Coca-Cola logo on its packaging. Users also can see three 
McDonald’s lenses by scanning French fry boxes, food trays, and burger wrappers.

Read More: http://bit.ly/Dec19WhatToKnow
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